
Summary 

Stage One 

Tanks 

1. Main Tank will pull Elegon (Face him away from the raid) 
2. Off Tank will wait outside the ring 
3. Add Spawns Off Tank will grab Elegon and Main Tank will grab the add and 

take it outside the ring at 25% to die 
4. Main Tank will grab Elegon. 
5. Off tank will go outside to drop stacks. Rinse Repeat 

 

Healers & DPS  
 

1. Heals and DPS will stack were indicated and where they can jump to 
drop stacks at 8 stacks.  

2. Melee switch to add and follow out to kill; back on Elegon 
3. Ranged Dps on Elegon  
4. Heals will dispel Closed Circuit  

 

        

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Call outs needed: 

1. Call out when add spawns 
2. Call out when to take the add outside the ring 
3. Call out when Stage 2 starts  
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Stage Two & Three 

Tanks – Stage 2 
1. Main Tank will help with orbs on right side 
2. Off Tank attack orb at Blue 

 

Tanks – Stage 3 
1. Main tank will run to right and attack pillars until adds spawn, pick up 

all adds on right side of room, make way to front 
2. Off tank kill blue pillar help with adds on the left  
 

Healers & DPS  - Stage 2 
1. Heals and DPS will stand in front of pillars killing their orbs (AOEs at 

first to hit several. Drop stacks after each orb so stay close to the side 
2. Once we kill 3 sets of orbs focus on Elegon until stage 3. (ignore 

remaining orbs) 
3. Healer will heal their side and help with orbs. 

 

Healers & DPS  - Stage 3 
1. Move off of ring and kill your pillar and turn to help on the other 

pillars if needed 
2. Don’t stand in circles 
3. Once pillars are dead kill adds 

 

        

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Call outs needed: 

4. Call out when a orb hits 
5. Call out when floor is going to disappear 
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Final Stage 

Everyone 
1. Stack on boss and burn 
2. Pop CDs and Shields to help dps and heals 

 

 Dead Dragon! YAY! 

 

Elegon is comprised of three phases. These three stages form a cycle, which repeats 

twice throughout the fight. Then a final stage. 

Inter Circle debuff: 

 Touch of the Titans is a beneficial debuff that increases damage done and healing 
received by 50%. 

 Overcharged is a stacking debuff that increases damage taken by 5% per stack. A 
new stack is applied every 5 seconds. Leaving the Inner Ring immediately removes 
the Overcharged debuff. 

Stage One lasts from 100% to 85% of Elegon's health. 

 Celestial Breath is a frontal cone AoE attack that Elegon deals a high amount of 
Arcane damage. 

 Elegon will cast Materialize Protector. This summons a Celestial Protector, an add 
with a normal threat table who melees its main aggro target and has several abilities 
of its own.  

o The Celestial Protector regularly casts Arcing Energy, which deals high Arcane 

damage to random raid members and applies a debuff called Closed Circuit to 
them. This debuff reduces the healing taken by the target by 50% for 20 seconds, 
and can be dispelled. 

o Due to Phasing, when the Celestial Protector is outside the Inner Ring and has 
over 25% health, he takes 90% reduced damage. 

o When the Celestial Protector reaches 25% health, he begins casting Stability 
Flux, which deals a small amount of Arcane damage to all raid members every 
second. 

o When the Celestial Protector is killed, he casts Total Annihilation, which deals 
a large amount of Arcane damage to all raid members. 

Finally, if no targets are within Elegon's melee range, he will cast Grasping Energy 
Tendrils, pulling all raid members to him  
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Stage Two  
When Elegon reaches 85% health, he enters Stage  

1. He begins channeling Draw Power for 15 seconds. During this time, nothing at all 
happens. 

2. When Draw Power is over, the boss will spawn 6 Energy Charge adds in a tight circle 
around his location. A second after spawning, these adds will begin moving towards 6 
fixed points at the edge of the Inner Ring over 16 seconds  

o If all the Energy Charges are killed before they reach their destination (before 

Elegon finishes channeling Focus Power), then he will begin a new cast of Draw 
Power (lasting only 3 seconds), at the end of which he will spawn another set of 6 
Energy Charges. These Charges will behave exactly like the previous ones, except 
that they will move faster (taking 13.33 seconds to reach their destination). 

o If this second set of Energy Charges is killed before any of them reaches their 

destination, Elegon will cast a new Draw Power (still 3 seconds) and spawn 6 
more Energy Charges. These ones will travel to their destination over the course 
of 11.43 seconds. 

o This process continues, with the casts of Focus Power being shorter and shorter, 
until one or more Energy Charges reach their destination. 

3. When at least one Energy Charge reaches its destination, the boss will enter Stage Three. 
Your raid will have about 25 seconds before the floor of the Inner Ring disappears. 

When an Energy Charge is killed, it deals a small amount of raid-wide Arcane damage. 

It is important to note, finally, that each time Elegon finishes a cast of Draw Power, he 
gains a stack of a debuff that increases the damage he takes by 10% per stack. This debuff 
persists until the end of the fight. 

Stage Three  
When one or more Energy Charges reach their destination, Stage Three begins. Collapse 
of the Inner Ring 

6 pylons will appear around the inner edge of the Outer Ring, called Empyreal Focuses. 
Stage Three ends when all 6 Focuses are killed. 

Three Energy Conduits run from one side of the arena to the other, each of them linking 
two Empyreal Focuses. The Energy Conduits extend beyond the Focuses, all the way to 
the edges of the Outer Ring. Crossing the Energy Conduits deals massive damage to 
players.  

 Elegon periodically deals Arcane damage to the raid with Unstable Energy. 

 Elegon also periodically targets the locations of random players with Energy 
Cascade. This deals a large amount of Arcane damage in a 5-yard radius of the point of 
impact, and spawns a small add called Cosmic Spark.  

o Cosmic Sparks have no abilities, and they simply melee their main aggro target. 
They are killable. 
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 For each Empyreal Focus that your raid kills, Elegon gains a stack of Overloaded, 
increasing his damage and casting speed. This buff wears off when Stage Three ends. 

Final Stage 

When the second cycle is over Elegon gains a buff called Radiating Energies, which 
periodically deals raid-wide Arcane damage to all players.   The damage in the Outer Ring 

is higher than that in the Inner Ring. Elegon will melee the tank and cast Celestial 
Breath. 

This is a burn phase, when the boss will be taking increased damage from all the stacks of 

Draw Power that he should have by now.  
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